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Who I Am
• Lead AI R&D at semantic middleware company
Cambridge Semantics
• Background in machine learning, computational
linguistics, and knowledge representation
• Experience leading tech startups using narrow AI in
various industries
• Led enterprise risk management systems at largest
asset manager by AUM
• Personal interest and research in knowledge
representation for AGI, maximizing benefits while
minimizing risks
• Representative of the Future of Life Institute

The Future (of Life)
Existing organizations

•
•
•
•
•
•

Centre for the Study of Existential Risk (CSER)
Future of Humanity Institute (FHI)
Machine Intelligence Research Institute (MIRI)
Global Catastrophic Risk Institute (GCRI)
Less focused: Union of Concerned Scientists,
Federation of American Scientists, Foresight Institute,
JASON defense advisory group
Less active: Center for Responsible Nanotechnology,
Lifeboat Foundation

Meaning and Leverage: Theses
• Conflict comes from divergent conceptions of meaning
• Ontology refactoring thresholds constrain empathetic
capacity
• Constraining assignment of ethical value of anything to
necessarily be positive opens the door for novel and
promising unitary operators in concept space
• Global ethical utility becomes more tractable for
inclusion in multiobjective optimization
• Leveraging the misunderstood comes in many forms
• Start by reevaluating the status quo from first principles
• Tail risk cannot be sufficiently modeled and will be a
strange attractor for unexpected parties

The Nature of Conflict
Causes of conflict
•

Misunderstanding

•

Disagreement in rhetoric

•

Conflicting claims on resources

A significant portion of conflict in the world comes from misunderstanding
and ensuing disagreement
•

Few agents choose to be evil and have malice as such

•

Even killers etc. seldom see themselves as evil [3]

Conflict used to be much more common historically
•

Yes the rule of law has increased

•

But also very importantly relating to each other has increased a lot

•

As entities learn about the world and each other, they relate more and imbue each
other with more ethical standing

A distinction between psychopath and others
•

Values and the integral evaluation or sense of meaning [2, 11]

Orienting Toward AGI
Is this study of conflict specific to humans or biologicals or applicable to
agents in general?
•

Any sufficiently advanced agent would be expected to be socially aware

•

Frame its goals in the context of winning at some game [2, 21]

Tiling the universe with itself or its progeny for its own ends is not
necessarily a likely game
•

There's actually significant friction in deciding to take over everything and killing everyone

500 years from now, what can a mentally challenged human do for an
AGI?
•

What can a rabbit in the forest do for a human?

•

Though they occasionally serve as a meal

•

They much more commonly serve to foster appreciation, be a subject of adoration, and largely
have their freedom

•

Largely tied to subsymbolic ethical-aesthetic values

Ontology and ontology
(n.) the branch of metaphysics dealing with the nature of being
(n.) a semantic or propositional schema
These meanings are not so dissimilar: indeed agents bind them
•

Both are conceptual spaces

Concepts themselves don't represent reality exactly
•

Platonic forms are only useful fictions

•

A cache of symbolic shorthand to drive symbolic and subsymbolic activity

If a tree falls in the forest and nobody around, does it make a sound?
•

The answer is both yes and no, depending on which aspect of the concept of
sound is meant

•

This kind of question helps us reevaluate/restructure our ontology of the world

An ontology informs choices
•

People operating in one language have different tendencies than same in
another language [9]

Meaning and meaning, 1
(n.) the definition of a term or concept
(n.) the moral value of something
Concept of a planet: when Pluto lost its planethood did it also go from
hallowed celestial sphere to asteroid there for our plundering?
“The meaning of life"
Concept of free will, Concept of a right
There may be utility to nonseparably combining utility and ethical standing
An agent's model of the relative ethical standing of another entity heavily
determines its sensitivity to semantic rot in the area of conceptual space around
that counterparty

Contrast our consideration of:
•

An animal species' legal rights

•

Why your son called you so late in the day to wish you happy birthday

Meaning and meaning, 2
Different perceptual distances away [20]
Computational empathy [2]
The acceptance of intrinsic value [13]
• Seeing the other agent’s perspective
• Even with e.g. resource conflicts [2]
•

Win-win negotiation, mutual influence

Simply becomes a multiobjective optimization problem

Recognition of Gaps In Knowledge
and Meaning
Modeling gaps in one’s knowledge is important [4]
•

Concept merger, inheritance, or connection criteria

•

Splitting criteria

•

Detecting unknown unknowns

There is an ability to rebuild one's ontologies when a splitting criterion sufficiently
rises in prominence
But concepts cannot be rebuilt with every interaction because the computational
complexity would be astronomical

•

Some agents solve this complexity by pruning to local contexts
•

Leads to mercurial ethics and relativism

On the other end of the spectrum some agents define concepts only by the first
definitions they've encountered

There is a spectrum of how often and at what splitting thresholds one rebuilds
one's ontology
•

Has significant implications for tolerance and for cooperation

The Interaction of Agents
Ontology alignment
•

Negotiating changes to both sides' ontologies

•

Understanding each ontology in terms of the other

•

Or just a one-way understanding of one ontology in terms of another
•

E.g. sociology

A level of trust and respect
•

In a wide majority of scenarios, including competitive ones, benefits everyone [7]

•

Because they are existing agents the base case is to be that they have some
comparative advantage for something globally beneficial

Learning to dialog with other systems
•

Sharing datapoints

•

E.g. pointing to objects the first time a language is learned by a group

•

Open linked data

•

Metaontologies [1]

•

Deep context and links across worlds and contexts [19]

Allows deeper and genuine philosophical conversation and debates between entities rather
than talking passed each other

Collaborative Ethico-semantic
refactoring
If ethical weights diverge too far, communication protocols will as well
•

Because of the difference in thresholds in rebuilding ontologies relative to each other or
regarding some given subject matter

•

Lingua franca of shared datapoints dissolves ability to convey mappings between the
subsymbolic and the symbolic [15]
•

•

Sociopolitical examples

Characterizes depth of social interaction [18]

We can try to frame as much as possible in the subset of game theoretic paradigms where
there's bias toward cooperation
•

But the game evolves and this can be brittle

It also takes an appreciation that everything has positive inherent value, standing,
and meaning
•

Because then a global optimality evaluation distributes over the entire concept space

•

BAU would be a process to make sure nothing important is overlooked

•

A cognitive depth to assign reasonable ethical weights on everything that’s encountered

Meaning Discovery: Directions to
Explore
Starting with an ensemble of positive ethical systems in tandem
•

Though they are incomplete and slightly contradictory

•

With explicit attention to context, implications, and preemptive and exploratory ontology
refactoring

•

With regular refactorings of one’s ontology

•

Including positive intrinsic value for everything that has existed or does exist

•

If the level of connection and the rate of communication are both high enough

Can we reliably:
•

Significantly raise the thresholds that lead to conflagration

•

See whether disparate agents and their ethical systems will themselves reliably form, as
a system, effectively a SOM, and converge on mappings that enable coexistence

Leverage: Some Observations on Risk
Management in Finance
AI is itself a kind of leverage in activity
Managing AI risk is largely managing leverage
Parallels to counterparty risk and systemic risk management
•

Networks of collaborative competitive interdependent autonomous entities

Parallels to enterprise risk management
Those in control of assets, making them productive, think of risk management functions as a
hindrance to their most promising ideas
Leveraging something understood insufficiently
•

“When Genius Failed” on the collapse of Long Term Capital Management

In practice people use the status quo as the baseline as opposed to structural analyses [12]
•

Includes rationalization of the ludicrous normative

What can seem like a stable dynamic
•

Able to see two steps ahead of general public but not much more

•

Black boxes, and more generally, incomplete modeling, will always exist
•

Concept of model risk, the model being wrong, exists, but accuracy drops precipitously for tail risks

Context and Temptation
Establishing a holistic context
New kinds of risks can present themselves
•

E.g. focus on market risk but regulatory risk comes out of left field

Context is key
•

Much of the next 25 years of AI will be around context understanding

As holistic a contextual awareness as possible
Needed by us to assess risks
•

Needed by the system to appreciate its actions

•

Multiple perspectives need to be considered at once

Temptation to Suspend or Find Loopholes in Risk Controls
•

It's extremely tempting and easy to turn off or turn down risk controls

•

Subsymbolic learning is sometimes required if a statement is otherwise understated [17]

•

Even though one specializes in risk management and understands it symbolically

•

Parallels to AGI safety guidelines
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